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COMPACT WORKSHOP N° 2

€5 .471,07 €4 .954,54 (excl. VAT)

With this compact workshop, you have all the advantages of a carpentry shop. All separate and
affordable: little set-up work, all machines can be made mobile.

SKU: SP1702-2023
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With this compact workshop, you have all the advantages of a carpentry shop . All separate and affordable:
little set-up work, all machines can be made mobile.

Table saw Compacto X10

A robust saw table with two recessed T-slots and miter guide.

A powerful, noiseless 3HP induction motor and a cutting capacity of 80mm height and with inclined saw blade
or mitre still a cutting height of 65mm. Also equipped with a handy crosscut carriage with telescopic guide with
quick clamp and flip stop with fine adjustment. A very robust rip fence on steel bar and with fine adjustment.

Planing table Triple TT260 of the comfort-Line series
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Very robust and solid planer and thicknesser with heavy-duty spindle with 3 planer knives and fitted with a
powerful 3HP 230V induction motor. Large transit rollers with very convenient and quick operation for the

extraction unit. The flat tables are fitted with silent -sleeves so that the machine operates very quietly.
Equipped with a large knee stop and very high aluminium rip fence. This compact machine gives really strong

performance and many features.

Spindle moulder TT110CA

Compact but powerful spindle moulder from our comfort line, suitable for use in any small workshop or at
home. The machine can be used at four speeds and is driven by a 230V or 400V motor that delivers 3HP. This

allows the machine to process a wide range of applications.

Cutter set " Kit Interior "“

The included router case "kit interior" is a compiled package of indispensable tools. Multi-cutter head for fixed
and reversible knives 40mm, glue cutter , profile and conter profile, flatband cutter and 45° angle cutter.

Adjustable groove cutter for grooves from 5 to 10 mm including set of adjusting rings.

Dust collector Air-Flux AF1020

Handy and mobile Dust Collector with a 1hp induction motor. Top fitted with a fibre filter bag up to 1micron.
Equipped with handy quick-clips for easy change of the residual bag. The turbine is fitted with a metal blade.

Exhaust is 100mm.

Matching also the 3-metre atex antistatic transparent hose with all clamping brackets.

In short, this package is a pleasure to work with and thus a plug-and-play solution for any wood lover!

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Cast iron work tables
230V motor (3HP)

V-belt drive
Precision guide with fine adjustment

Double-sided mitre guide
Magnetic safety switch with thermal protection

Tilting saw blade
Precision T-slots left and right along the saw blade
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DESCRIPTION

With this compact workshop, you have all the advantages of a carpentry shop . All separate and affordable:
little set-up work, all machines can be made mobile. Table saw Compacto X10 A robust saw table with two
recessed T-slots and miter guide. A powerful, noiseless 3HP induction motor and a cutting capacity of 80mm

height and with inclined saw blade or mitre still a cutting height of 65mm. Also equipped with a handy crosscut
carriage with telescopic guide with quick clamp and flip stop with fine adjustment. A very robust rip fence on

steel bar and with fine adjustment. Planing table Triple TT260 of the comfort-Line series Very robust and
solid planer and thicknesser with heavy-duty spindle with 3 planer knives and fitted with a powerful 3HP 230V
induction motor. Large transit rollers with very convenient and quick operation for the extraction unit. The flat

tables are fitted with silent -sleeves so that the machine operates very quietly. Equipped with a large knee stop
and very high aluminium rip fence. This compact machine gives really strong performance and many features.
Spindle moulder TT110CA Compact but powerful spindle moulder from our comfort line, suitable for use in

any small workshop or at home. The machine can be used at four speeds and is driven by a 230V or 400V
motor that delivers 3HP. This allows the machine to process a wide range of applications. Cutter set " Kit
Interior "“ The included router case "kit interior" is a compiled package of indispensable tools. Multi-cutter

head for fixed and reversible knives 40mm, glue cutter , profile and conter profile, flatband cutter and 45° angle
cutter. Adjustable groove cutter for grooves from 5 to 10 mm including set of adjusting rings. Dust collector

Air-Flux AF1020 Handy and mobile Dust Collector with a 1hp induction motor. Top fitted with a fibre filter bag
up to 1micron. Equipped with handy quick-clips for easy change of the residual bag. The turbine is fitted with a
metal blade. Exhaust is 100mm. Matching also the 3-metre atex antistatic transparent hose with all clamping

brackets. In short, this package is a pleasure to work with and thus a plug-and-play solution for any wood lover!

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 500 kg

Motor 3 HP

Voltage 230 V
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Diameter sawblade 250mm

Cutting depth 45° 65mm

Cutting depth 90 ° 80 mm

Saw blade speed 4700

Worktable 420x635mm

T-slots 2


